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Abstract— In this paper, we perform a detailed investigation
of various features that can be extracted from the periocular
region of human faces for biometric identification. The em-
phasis of this study is to explore the BEST feature extraction
approach used in stand-alone mode without any generative
or discriminative subspace training. Simple distance measures
are used to determine the verification rate (VR) on a very
large dataset. Several filter-based techniques and local feature
extraction methods are explored in this study, where we show
an increase of 15% verification performance at 0.1% false
accept rate (FAR) compared to raw pixels with the proposed
Local Walsh-Transform Binary Pattern encoding. Additionally,
when fusing our best feature extraction method with Kernel
Correlation Feature Analysis (KCFA) [36], we were able to
obtain VR of 61.2%. Our experiments are carried out on the
large validation set of the NIST FRGC database [6], which
contains facial images from environments with uncontrolled
illumination. Verification experiments based on a pure 1-1
similarity matrix of 16028×8014 (∼128 million comparisons)
carried out on the entire database, where we find that we can
achieve a raw VR of 17.0% at 0.1% FAR using our proposed
Local Walsh-Transform Binary Pattern approach. This result,
while may seem low, is more than the NIST reported baseline
VR on the same dataset (12% at 0.1% FAR), when PCA was
trained on the entire facial features for recognition [6].

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past few years, identity verification based on
facial or iridal features has gained a lot of prominence.
Several works in literature have suggested novel features
and classification techniques that can be used in the case of
both these modalities in order to improve their performance.
However, most of these approaches work under the implicit
assumption that we are able to capture either a very good
quality iris image (in the case of iris recognition) or that we
are able to capture the entire face of the subject (in the case
of face recognition). In such cases it would be very useful to
investigate the viability of using only certain portions of the
face as a biometric. Specifically, we consider the periocular
region of the face, which is rich in texture - eyebrows, eye
folds, eyelid contours, amongst others. This could be useful
for instance when the person is wearing a mask where he/she
exposes only the eyes, or if harsh illumination conditions
expose features only in certain portions of the face.

Another scenario where this would be useful is when
we want to identify a person in spite of his/her attempts
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to spoof the iris pattern as in [1][2]. Using iris patterns
alone in these cases can lead to unauthorized access or
detection avoidance. Such a situation can be avoided by using
periocular region based recognition in tandem with iris spoof
detection techniques. After a spoofing attempt is detected or
an iris recognition system fails for any other reason, if a
visible spectrum image is captured at the same time there is
the possibility of expanding the recognition region to include
the entire periocular region.

Preliminary work in this area has been done by Park et
al. in [5]. They tested the feasibility of using the periocular
region as a biometric in the context of an identification
experiment. Various features such as local binary patterns,
gradient orientation histograms, scale invariant feature trans-
forms were extracted from high resolution periocular images
that were captured at the authors’ institute. A portion of the
database is used for parameter selection, while the remainder
is used for identification experiments. Rank 1 identification
accuracies approaching 70% were reported in this work.
In our work, our motive is to use a larger and less ideal
database as is represented by the NIST FRGC database [6]
and to evaluate the performance of various features in both a
verification and an identification experiment. The verification
experiment enables us to perform a direct comparison with
reported face recognition results experiments as in [6] while
the identification experiment enables us to perform a com-
parison to prior work using this biometric [5]. The database
used in our experiments [6] to a great extent, represents a
real world setting, compared to other face databases that are
publicly available.

We select our features based on works such as [3] and
[4] which have delved deep into texture classification using
filtering methods as well as using local descriptors. In [3], the
authors examine filtering approaches to texture classification
of complicated composite texture images. They found that
no single approach was the best for all images, and many
had high computational cost. In [4], the authors conduct an
in-depth evaluation of local descriptors and propose a new
descriptor called gradient location and orientation histogram
(GLOH). They conclude that GLOH has the best perfor-
mance closely followed by Scale Invariant Feature Transform
(SIFT).

In this paper, we apply various feature extraction schemes
to the periocular regions. We investigate periocular region
recognition when considering the entire region instead of
considering each eye individually. Both global as well as
local techniques are investigated here. We use a nearest
neighbor classification rule, in order to classify the image
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Fig. 1. Example images from one subject session. (a) controlled stills and
(b) uncontrolled stills.

based on the extracted features and we identify which of
these features performs the best. We will show that projecting
the images onto a Walsh feature space holds a lot of poten-
tial. These features, used in conjunction with local binary
patterns, report a higher verification performance compared
to documented results that use features from the entire face
[6]. This indicates the feasibility of the periocular region to
be used as a stand-alone biometric.

We’ve developed our work in the following fashion: sec-
tion II gives a brief description of the database we use for
our experiments. In section III, various feature extraction
schemes are described which may be employed to extract
relevant discriminating information from a given image of a
periocular region. Sections IV and V detail our experimental
setup for the verification and identification experiments and
report results from the same. Finally we conclude our work
in section VI.

II. DATABASE

A. Data Set

Data for the FRGC was collected at the University of
Notre Dame. The FRGC data corpus is part of an ongoing
multi-modal biometric data collection [6].

FRGC data consists of controlled still images and uncon-
trolled still images. Fig. 1 shows example images for one
subject session. The controlled images that were taken in a
studio setting, are full frontal facial images taken under two
lighting conditions (two or three studio lights) and with two
facial expressions (smiling and neutral). The uncontrolled
images were taken in varying illumination conditions such
as hallways, atria, or outdoors with two facial expressions
(smiling and neutral).

The FRGC data set is divided into two partitions: training
and validation. Among these two parts of the FRGC data set,
we only use the validation part for our experiment. Images
in validation partition are divided into two parts: probe and
target. The probe partition contains 8014 frontal face images
from 466 subjects and the number of subject sessions varies
from 1 to 44. The target partition contains 16028 frontal face

Fig. 2. Example periocular images from two different subjects.

images from 466 subjects and the number of subject sessions
varies from 1 to 88.

B. Preprocessing

The periocular regions are automatically cropped from
each face image by the following procedure: eye localization,
rotation and eye coordinate normalization, and cropping
process.

First, detection of the eyes within the face is performed
using each iris location. Eye localization provides (x, y)
coordinates of center of left and right eyes.

Second, the localized eye coordinates are used for image
alignment. Even though the images were taken under similar
operational conditions as traditional face recognition sys-
tems, there are multiple subjects who are not looking straight
into the camera that causes tilted face. Rotation and eye
coordinate normalization horizontally aligns left and right
eyes with consistent eye coordinates for every image.

Third, images are processed for illumination invariance.
Finally, rectangular periocular region is cropped to

50×128 pixels. Fig. 2 shows the example periocular images.

III. FEATURE EXTRACTION TECHNIQUES

In this section, we present a discussion of local feature
extraction techniques as well as global feature extraction
techniques.

A. Walsh Masks

We can use convolution filters to capture the local image
characteristics such as Walsh masks [7][8][9]. The Walsh
functions may be used to construct a complete and orthonor-
mal basis in terms of which any matrix of a certain size may
be expanded. The Walsh matrices consist of only 1s and -1s,
so they capture the binary characteristics of an image in terms
of contrast of the local structure, depending on the kernel
size. For example, if ”local” means a 5×5 neighborhood, the
Walsh filters we use must correspond to the 5-sample long
discrete versions of the Walsh function. Each set of these
filters expands the 5×5 image patch in terms of a complete
basis of elementary images. The Walsh function:

W2j+q(t) = (−1)b
2
j c+q[Wj(2t)+ (−1)j+qWj(2t− 1)] (1)

where b 2j c means the integer part of j/2, q is either 0 or 1.
We then sample each function at the integer points only, so
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Fig. 3. Expand 3×3 and 5×5 kernels using basis images and the
coefficients are treated as features assigned to the center pixel.

we produce the following vectors for size 5:
WT

0 = (1, 1, 1, 1, 1)
WT

1 = (−1,−1,−1, 1, 1)
WT

2 = (−1,−1, 1, 1,−1)
WT

3 = (1, 1,−1, 1,−1)
WT

4 = (1,−1, 1, 1,−1)

These vectors may be combined in all possible pairs to
produce 2D basis images. For 5×5 neighborhood, there are
25 such images as shown in Fig. 3.

We can expand an image in terms of Walsh elementary
functions of even size:

g =WfWT (2)

In this expression, the transformation matrix W , the input
image neighborhood f and the output transform g are all of
the same size, say N×N , where N is even. An even size
transformation matrix constructed from Walsh functions is
orthogonal and so its inverse is its transpose.

In our case, we use image kernel of odd size, such as 3×3,
5×5 and 7×7, we must use odd-sized Walsh vectors, which
yield an odd-sized Walsh transformation matrix.

Such a matrix is no longer orthogonal, and in order to
invert Eqn. 2, we must make use of the inverse of matrix
W . Then we shall have [9]:

W−1g(WT )−1 = f (3)

So, we may use the inverse of matrix W to process the
image. Then we have:

g = (W−1)T fW−1 (4)

We use odd-size kernel to capture the local feature and
assign them to the center point. In the case of 5×5 kernel,
each local pixel is assigned with 25 features.

B. Laws’ Masks

5-tap Laws’ 1D masks [9] are used for feature extraction
in our case. They are in shapes of:

level L5 = (1, 4, 6, 4, 1)
edge E5 = (−1,−2, 0, 2, 1)
spot E5 = (−1, 0, 2, 0,−1)
wave W5 = (−1, 2, 0,−2, 1)
ripple R5 = (1,−4, 6,−4, 1)

They are used as convolution filters and for a 2D image,
they may be combined in all possible ways to produce 25
local features respectively, by convolving with one filter
along one axis and with the other filter along the other axis
in a cascaded way.

C. Discrete Cosine Transform

A Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) [10] expresses a
sequence of finitely many data points in terms of a sum of
cosine functions oscillating at different frequencies. DCT is
similar to the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT), but using
only real numbers. The most common variant of discrete
cosine transform is the type-II DCT:

Xk =

M−1∑
m=0

xm cos

[
π

M
(m+

1

2
)k

]
, k = 0, ...,M − 1 (5)

In our case, we apply 2-D DCT to each N×N (N=3,5,7...)
kernel using Eqn. 6. Similar to what we do with Walsh
mask, 2-D DCT is applied on each N×N kernel in the
original image and the N2 coefficients are treated as the
features assigning to the center pixel of the N×N kernel.
The source kernel (3×3, 5×5, 7×7...) is transformed to a
linear combination of these N2 frequency squares which are
the combination of horizontal and vertical frequencies.

Xk1,k2 =

M1−1∑
m1=0

M2−1∑
m2=0

xm1,m2
×

cos

[
π

M1
(m1 +

1

2
)k1

]
cos

[
π

M2
(m2 +

1

2
)k2

]
(6)

D. Discrete Wavelet Transform

In this subsection, we discuss the feature extraction tech-
nique using single level two-dimensional Discrete Wavelet
Transform (DWT) [23] with respect to the Haar wavelet.
This wavelet is not continuous.

ψ(x) =

 1 if 0 ≤ x < 1
2

−1 if 1
2 ≤ x < 1

0 otherwise

The 2-D DWT leads to a decomposition of approximation
coefficients at level j in four components: the approximation
at level j+1, and the details in three orientations (horizontal,
vertical and diagonal). Fig. 4 describes the basic decompo-
sition steps for images [24].

We can treat the four components as features, each of 1/4
the size of the original image.



Fig. 4. Decomposition step for 2-D DWT.

E. Force Field Transform

Hurley et al. developed a transform called the Force Field
Transform [14] which uses an analogy to gravitational force.
The transform pretends that each pixel exerts a force on its
neighbors which is inversely proportional to the square of the
distance between them. This generates a force field where the
net force at each point is the aggregate of the forces exerted
by all the other pixels on a ’unit test pixel’ at that point. This
very large-scale summation affords very powerful averaging
which reduces the effect of noise. The approach was first
developed in the context of ear biometrics.

The transform itself is a vector operation, and includes
direction. Each pixel is considered to generate a spherically
symmetrical force field so that the force Fi(rj) exerted on
a pixel of unit intensity at the pixel location with position
vector rj and pixel intensity P (rj) is given by

Fi(rj) = P (ri)
ri − rj
|ri − rj |3

(7)

The total force F(rj) exerted on a pixel of unit intensity at
the pixel location with position vector rj is the vector sum
of all the forces due to the other pixels in the image and is
given by

F(rj) =
N−1∑
i=0,6=j

Fi(rj) =
N−1∑
i=0,6=j

(
P (ri)

ri − rj
|ri − rj |3

)
(8)

In order to calculate the force field for the entire image,
this equation should be applied at every pixel position in
the image. In our case, we apply Force Field Transform in
5×5 kernel to avoid very heavy quadratic computation in the
number of pixels N . We simplify the procedure by focusing
on only the magnitude information rather than the directional
information. As shown in Fig. 5, each circle from inside to
outside indicates increasing distance between the unit test
pixel (center pixel) and other neighboring pixels in the 5×5
kernel.

Fig. 5. Distance indicator in a 5×5 kernel when applying Force Field
Transform.

Fig. 6. (a) Example of Gabor filter and (b) example of LoG filter.

F. Gabor Filters

Clausi and Jernigan [11] suggested producing texture
features using Gabor filters with different orientations. This
choice was justified by the relation to models for the early
vision of mammals as well as the filters’ joint representation
of frequency and orientation. A real Gabor filter represented
as a 2D impulse response is

g(x, y;λ, θ, ψ, σ, γ) = exp

(
−x
′2 + γ2y′2

2σ2

)
cos(2π

x′

λ
+ ψ)

(9)
and x′ and y′ are given by[

x′

y′

]
=

[
cos θ sin θ
− sin θ cos θ

] [
x
y

]
(10)

In this equation, λ represents the wavelength of the cosine
factor, θ is the orientation of the normal to the parallel stripes
of the Gabor function, ψ represents the phase offset, σ is the
sigma of the Gaussian envelope, and γ is the spatial aspect
ratio that specifies the ellipticity of the support of the Gabor
function [12]. In our experiment presented here, γ of 1, λ of
8, σ of 4.5, ψ of π/2 and −π/2, and orientations 0o, 45o,
90o, and 135o are used. Fig. 6 shows one example of Gabor
filters that is used. The combinations of even and odd Gabor
filters are applied to the cropped periocular images to extract
features.

G. Laplacian of Gaussian Filters

The primary motivation behind using Laplacian of Gaus-
sian (LoG) filter is to detect the edges. The LoG function
can be specified as

− 1

πσ4

(
1− ρ2

2σ2

)
e−ρ

2/2σ2

(11)

with σ the Gaussian standard deviation and ρ the radial
distance of a point from the filter’s center [25]. The Laplacian



Fig. 7. The brighter neighbors around the central pixel are given value
1 and 0 otherwise. The 8-bit representation for the central pixel would be
10000110 and 134 in decimal.

of Gaussian filter is applied to the cropped periocular images.
For our test, we used two different standard deviations, 1 and
2 with filter size of 9 and 15. Example of LoG filter is shown
in Fig. 6.

H. Local Binary Patterns

In this subsection, we discuss the Local Binary Pattern
(LBP) approach for texture representation in the periocular
region. The LBP operator was first introduced by Ojala et al.
in [13]. Ever since then it has been widely used in biometrics
for face recognition [26][27][28][29], face detection [30],
facial expression recognition [31][32], gender classification
[33][34], and iris recognition [35].

The basic idea of this approach is demonstrated in Fig. 7.
We consider a 3×3 neighborhood around each pixel. All
neighbors that have values higher than the value of the
central pixel are given value 1 and 0 otherwise. The 8
binary numbers associate with the 8 neighbors are then read
sequentially in the clockwise or counterclockwise direction
to form an 8-bit binary number. The equivalent of this binary
number (usually converted to decimal) may be assigned to
the central pixel and it may be used to characterize the local
texture.

LBP texture for center point (xc, yc) can be represented
as

LBP (xc, yc) =

N−1∑
n=0

s(in − ic)2n (12)

where in denotes the intensity of the nth surrounding pixel,
ic denotes the intensity of the center pixel, N is the length
of the sequence, and

s =

{
1 if in ≥ ic
0 if in < ic

(13)

We can extend the methodology to circular neighborhoods
of increasing radii. This leads to a multi-resolution repre-
sentation of the local texture pattern. As the radius of the
neighborhood increases, the number of neighbors increases
and this may lead to large value of the local binary pattern.
This may be avoided by selecting only neighbors which are
at the chosen radius and at a certain angular distance from
each other. This is demonstrated in Fig. 8.

In addition to directly using LBP for feature extraction,
it’s intuitively reasonable to apply LBP upon other feature
extraction techniques, including LBP itself. For example,

Fig. 8. Two circular neighborhoods with radii 1 (marked with 1’s) and
radii 2 (marked with 2’s) are considered around the central pixel.

Fig. 9. Example of LBP apply upon Walsh Masks: (a) Original periocular
image, (b) Walsh Masks + LBP and (c) Walsh Masks + LBP + LBP.

LBP can be post-applied on following scenario and we can
treat the new fusion as new features:

1) LBP + LBP
2) Walsh Masks + LBP
3) Laws’ Masks + LBP
4) DCT + LBP
5) DWT + LBP
6) Force Field Transform + LBP
7) Gabor Filters + LBP
8) LoG Filters + LBP
Fig. 9 shows the example periocular image of Walsh

Masks + LBP.

I. Scale Invariant Feature Transformation

Scale Invariant Feature Transformation (SIFT) transforms
an image into a collection of local feature vectors which
are invariant to translation, scaling, rotation and partially
invariant to illumination changes and affine or 3D rotation
[14]. Fig. 10 shows a block diagram of the operation of a
general local feature algorithm as outlined in [14] and [15].
First, a region detector locates points for extracting features.
In SIFT, these are called SIFT keys and are extracted through
a difference of Gaussian function in the scale space [14].
Each extracted key is represented by an (x, y) coordinate
(image space) and its scale and orientation [16].

Fig. 10. Block diagram of SIFT detector and descriptor functions. N
detected regions, D length descriptors.



After suitable regions are detected, they are normalized by
an affine transformation. For SIFT, this transformation is

X = mσR(θ)X̂ + T (14)

For a keypoint of center T , scale σ and orientation θ. R(θ)
is a counter-clockwise rotation of θ radians, and m is the
descriptor magnification factor.

After transformation, the normalized regions and image
are processed by a descriptor function to extract the features.
In SIFT, this is computed with a 3D spatial histogram of
the image gradients. Typically, the histogram has 8×4×4
bins. See [17] for a mathematical discussion of the descriptor
function.

Finally, the descriptors for a pair of images are passed to a
matching function (not shown in block diagram) to determine
image likeness. Typically, the output from the matching
function is simply the (x1, y1) : (x2, y2) pairs for each
matching feature set. Sometimes a score (typically a distance
measurement) is also returned to indicate some measure
of how well the two points match. For SIFT, this match
is computed by finding its nearest neighbor in minimum
Euclidean distance. However, some keypoints are due to
image background clutter, so a threshold is set that discards
any keypoints who’s matches are within that threshold to two
different keypoints [17].

In our implementation, we run the open-source version
of SIFT from [16] instead of the version available from
[14][17]. [16] includes a discussion of the differences in
implementation and slight differences in keypoints detection
and descriptors.

J. Speeded Up Robust Features

Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF) has the goal of
providing both a detector and descriptor that are faster than
SIFT and other local feature techniques [18]. The detector for
SURF is based on the Hessian matrix but relies on integral
images to speed up computations.

To extract the descriptors, SURF orients a box along the
axis of the detected features (provides the affine transforma-
tion) and extracts features over a 4×4 sub-region using Haar
wavelet responses. See [18] for a more detailed discussion.
The implementation of SURF that we used is a MATLAB
interface to the SURF OpenCV package [19].

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A. Image Alignment and Dataset

Images are cropped, resized, and aligned for recognition
as discussed in Section II. The dataset used is also outlined
in Section II.

B. Experimental Procedure

The procedure followed is the same as experiment 4 in
[6] where the target and query set consist on uncontrolled
frontal still images. Feature extraction is conducted using
the techniques outlined in Section III. The result of each
algorithm is a similarity matrix where each element is some
measure of the similarity between two images.

TABLE I
VERIFICATION RATE AT 0.1% FAR FOR STAND-ALONE FEATURES

Cosine Euclidean Manhattan
Distance Distance Distance

Pixel Baseline 2.7% 2.2% 2.0%
LBP 9.3% 9.6% 11.0%
Walsh Masks 3.2% 2.1% 2.0%
Laws’ Masks 2.6% 1.8% 2.1%
DCT 2.7% 2.2% 1.5%
DWT 2.7% 2.2% 1.7%
Force Field Transform 3.8% 2.5% 2.1%
Gabor Filters 1.9% 1.0% 1.2%
LoG Filters 5.8% 1.6% 2.0%

C. Similarity Scores and Performance evaluation

For the global features, similarity scores were computed
using Normalized Cosine Distance, Euclidean distance, and
Manhattan distance. For the local descriptors, the scores were
computed as the number of feature matches between a target
and query image. The performance of each algorithm is
analyzed using verification scores and ROC curves.

Inline with prior work in periocular biometrics [5],
we also evaluate performance using recognition accuracy.
The recognition accuracy is calculated as Accuracy =
CorrectID/NumProbeImages. The Cumulative Match
Characteristic (CMC) curve is used to assess the recognition
accuracy.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Verification Experiments

First, we perform a verification experiment on the entire
database [6] using the features described in the previous
section. Local feature descriptors such as LBP, Walsh Masks,
Laws’ Masks, DCT and Force Field Transform are applied to
the periocular images using kernels of varying sizes. Table I
shows the Verification Rate at 0.1% FAR for these features
when used by themselves. For Walsh Masks, Laws’ Masks,
DCT, and Force Field Transform, there are N2 coefficients in
each N×N kernel, and we use 6400 kernels for a single peri-
ocular image (which is equal to the number of pixels). Using
stand-alone features, the feature dimensionality increases to
6400×N2 for a single image. They do not perform well
because the N2 coefficients in each kernel should be treated
as a cluster, rather than element wise.

In the same table, we also report verification rates obtained
using global feature extraction schemes namely - Gabor
filters, LoG filters and DWT. However we find that, com-
pared to the local descriptors, these schemes report lower
verification rates.

Table II shows the Verification Rate at 0.1% FAR when
feature extraction schemes are fused. Specifically, we use
several schemes listed in Table I in tandem with LBP and
report the verification performance. When we apply LBP
upon the features extracted previously (such as Walsh masks,
Laws’ masks etc.), it not only decreases the dimensionality
from N2 to 1 in each kernel, by converting a (N2-1) long bit
string to a decimal number, but also maintains the clustering



TABLE II
VERIFICATION RATE AT 0.1% FAR FOR LBP FUSION

Cosine Euclidean Manhattan
Distance Distance Distance

LBP+LBP 9.6% 10.4% 10.7%
Walsh Masks+LBP 16.5% 16.8% 17.0%
Laws’ Masks+LBP 13.2% 11.9% 14.1%
DCT+LBP 16.1% 16.6% 16.9%
DWT+LBP 13.8% 13.0% 14.9%
Force Field Transform+LBP 8.0% 9.2% 10.6%
Gabor Filters+LBP 3.4% 3.5% 3.5%
LoG Filters+LBP 7.4% 7.3% 7.5%

TABLE III
RANK N RECOGNITION ACCURACY FOR LBP FUSION

Rank 1 5 10
LBP+LBP 42.5% 55.7% 61.1%
Walsh Masks+LBP 52.9% 65.6% 70.6%
Laws’ Masks+LBP 51.3% 62.9% 67.5%
DCT+LBP 53.1% 65.8% 70.8%
DWT+LBP 53.2% 66.2% 71.4%
Force Field Transform+LBP 41.7% 54.8% 60.3%
Gabor Filters+LBP 12.8% 22.99% 29.0%
LoG Filters+LBP 30.9% 44.7% 51.1%

property of coefficients in each kernel because LBP is also
applied to the corresponding kernels. As shown in Table II,
LBP fusion significantly increases the VR compared with the
stand-alone features in Table I.

For the dataset used, the local feature techniques SIFT
and SURF performed extremely poor. The VR was less than
1% in both cases, and the results are not included in the
tables or ROC curves. The most likely reason for this is
the low resolution of the images used for these experiments
compared to those used in [5]. Fig. 11 shows the ROC curve
for LBP fusion.

B. Recognition Accuracy

We used the best features from the previous section in
this experiment, namely those that employ the LBP fusion
technique. Table III shows rank 1, 5 and 10 recognition
accuracies. Fig. 12 shows the CMC curve for LBP fusion
along with the baseline, pixel based method for comparison.
The best rank-1 accuracy achieved was 53.2% with DWT
plus LBP fusion. We see that the results obtained are not too
different when compared to [5] given that the latter used a
smaller database of high resolution images. Our experiments
further support the argument that the periocular region can
serve as a stand-alone biometric.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we have shown an improved feature extrac-
tion approach for periocular region recognition, tested on
a significantly larger database when compared to previous
works. Our results on NIST’s FRGC Experiment 4 dataset,
yielded higher 1-to-1 verification rates (17% at 0.1% FAR)
compared to the NIST PCA baseline of 16% verification rate,
which was actually trained on 12,000 images. In addition,
we fused our best feature extraction method with KCFA

Fig. 11. ROC curve for LBP fusion.

and were able to obtain Verification Rate of 61.2%. Our
approach does not utilize the generic training set at all, it
simply extracts features from the target and query image
and matches the two. Evaluation of such feature sets will
generalize better and will be less data dependent (for train-
ing) and biased on a particular dataset. Compared to using
pure raw pixels for periocular (which yields 2% verification
at 0.1% FAR) our approach significantly outperforms that
at 17%. Additionally, we show an extensive investigation of
both local and global feature descriptors to extract relevant
features from the periocular region and report their compar-
ative performance. We have observed that in general, local
binary patterns greatly enhanced the verification as well as
identification rates, while our Local Walsh-Transform Binary
Pattern feature extraction outperforms all the LBP methods.
Compared to previous works in literature we successfully
used a very general and hard dataset (Experiment 4 of NIST’s
FRGC, computing ∼128 million comparative match scores
to compute our verification rates), empirically show good
promise on the feasibility of using the periocular region as
a stand-alone biometric. The accuracy rates achieved were
lower than prior work in periocular biometrics, but this is
expected as the database used in this paper is over 24 times
larger than the database used in prior work and of lower
image resolution. In future we will explore further subspace
analysis and fusion.
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